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ABSTRACT 
We classify the linear representations of the finite cotriangular spaces (copolar 
spaces of order 2) in vector spaces over GF(2). For the spaces of symplectic and 
orthogonal type, only the standard representations associated with symplectic and 
quadratic forms exist. For the spaces of triangular type, the representations correspond 
to certain linear binary codes. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
A cotriangular space II = (9, C) is, for our purposes, a connected partial 
linear space with all lines of C consisting of exactly three points of 9 and 
having the additional property that, for any p E 9 and L E C with p P L, p is 
collinear either with none of the points of L or with exactly two points of L. 
(Cotriangular spaces are sometimes called copolar spaces of order 2. See [6].) 
The standard example of a cotriangular space takes 5!? to be the set of l-spaces 
of a vector space V of finite dimension over GF(2) and C the set of hyperbolic 
Bspaces of V with respect to a fixed symplectic form on V. All the finite 
cotriangular spaces which we shall consider here are in fact cotriangular 
subspaces of these symplectic cotriangular spaces. 
A linear representation of a cotriangular space Il presents l3 by certain 
distinguished l-spaces and e-spaces of a vector space over GF(2), as in the 
symplectic example above. More precisely, the map ‘p: II -+ V is a linear 
representation (or just representation) of the cotriangular space II in the 
GF(2) vector space V provided cp is an injective map of 9 into V - {O} such 
that aqD + bq + cg, = 0 whenever {a, b, c} E C. The degree of q is the dimen- 
sion of V. We sha.ll be concerned here with the questions of which cotriangu- 
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lar spaces have linear representations and what are all the representations of 
such spaces. We give fairly complete answers provided II is finite (i.e., 191 is 
finite). 
The study of such objects and questions is not new. In response to a 
question of Hamelink, Seidel [12] considered symplectic representations of 
cotriangular spaces (in the sense of Section 4). Shult [13] precisely classified a 
large class of cotriangular spaces. Hale and Farmer [3-51 discussed classifying 
certain cotriangular and related (copolar) spaces by properties associated with 
linear representation. If we “go projective” by deleting 0 from V, we are left 
with an embedding of II in the sense of Lefevre-Percsy [9, lo] and Thas, 
Debroey, and DeClerck [l, 141. For technical reasons we prefer the affine 
setting. 
Following Lefevre-Percsy we say that the representation ‘p is full provided 
9~ spans V. Two representations ‘pi : II, + V, and ‘g, : II, + V, are equiva- 
lent provided there is an isomorphism (Y of III, onto II, and an invertible 
R E Hom,& 1) 2) V V with ‘ps = arcp,R. Many of the above-referenced papers 
address or suggest in some form the question: What are the equivalence 
classes of full linear representations of the finite cotriangular spaces? A 
complete classification has been elusive. 
Much is known about the structure of finite cotriangular spaces without 
the assumption of linear representations. (See [4,5,6,7,12,13].) Indeed, to 
have a linear representation at all, II must satisfy Pasch’s axiom, so the 
possible isomorphism types for ll are known [4,7]. It might be viewed as 
unsportsmanlike to use results like those of [7,13] in the study of representa- 
tions. We do not take that point of view here, and do make an appeal to 
Shult’s cotriangle theorem. This approach is somewhat vindicated by the form 
our answers take. It is hard to imagine a construction of all the representa- 
tions of our Theorem 4 without prior knowledge of the isomorphism type of 
the space in question. 
If the points x and y of the cotriangular space II = (9, C) are either equal 
or not collinear in C, we write x I y. Letting x ’ = { z]z I x}, we write x = y 
provided x i = y I. Thus = is an equivalence relation on 9 whose classes are 
composed of pairwise noncollinear points. II is reduced provided all = classes 
have size 1. For any cotriangular space the natural factor geometry II/ = is a 
reduced cotriangular space in its own right (see [6]). 
Let II* = (Y*, e*) b e a reduced cotriangular space identified with its 
image in X under the representation QI *:lI*-+X. Let W be any further 
GF(2) space (intersecting X trivially). Consider the partial linear space 
contained in X@W whose point set ??’ is {p + wlp E T*, w E W} and whose 
line set C’ is {{a,b,c),(a+w,b+w,c},{a+w,b,c+w},{a,b+w,c+ 
w}lw E W, {a, b, c} E C}. Then II’= (S’, C’) is itself a cotriangular space 
(represented in X@ W) in which x = y if and only if x E y + W. n’/ = is 
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isomorphic to II* by the natural projection of =-classes. We say that a 
representation cp of the cotriangular space II = (9, C) in V is completely 
reducible if II has a reduced, cotriangular subspace II* = (??*, C*) and V has 
a GF(2) subspace W (intersecting the span X of ??*cp trivially) such that III~, 
can be constructed from W and II* as described above. The restriction 
representation q* : II* + X is called a reduced part of (p, while W is the 
radical of cp. There may be many different reduced parts of (p, but the radical 
is uniquely determined by cp. 
THEOREM 1. Every linear representation cp of the cotriangular space II is 
completely reducible, and any two reduced parts of cp are equivalent. 
Theorem 1 was proved independently by Thas, Debroey, and DeClerck 
[14, Theorem 31 and is valid with no assumption of finiteness for Il. It follows 
from Theorem 1 that the two full representations ‘pl : III, + V, with reduced 
part ‘p: and ‘ps : II, --) V, with reduced part cpz* are equivalent if and only if ‘p; 
and cpz are equivalent. Therefore to classify the representations of all cotrian- 
gular spaces we need only consider the representations of those spaces which 
are reduced. 
In the cotriangle theorem [13] Shult has shown that every finite, reduced 
cotriangular space is isomorphic to one of S&(2) for E = & and n 2 2 but 
(n, e)*(2, +), SQsJ2) f or n > 2, or 9n for n 2 3. Our remaining results 
describe the full representations of these spaces. 
THEOREM 2. Let II be T&(i) for E = + and n 2 2 but (n, E) * (2, +) or 
(3, + ). Then II has a unique equivalence class of full linear representations, 
this class containing the natural representation of degree 2n. Up to equiva- 
lence X:(2) has exactly three linear representations, two of degree 6 and one 
of degree 7. 
THEOREM 3. Spzn(2) f or n 2 2 has exactly two equivalence classes of 
linear representations. One class contains the natural representation of degree 
2n, and the other contains the natural degree 2n + 1 representation of 
9L 2n + l(2). 
THEOREM 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the equiva- 
lence classes of full linear representations of Tn for n 2 3 and the equivalence 
classes of binary, even, linear codes of length n with minimal distance at 
least 6. In this correspondence representations of degree m are paired with 
codes of dimension n - 1 - m. 
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More information on representations of %,, is given in Section 4. In 
particular we classify all representations of 9” with degree m when (i) n I 12 
(all m) and (ii) m I 7 (all n). 
We end this introductory section by describing and discussing the cotrian- 
g&r spaces occurring in Theorems 2, 3, and 4. Let V = V( m, 2) be a vector 
space of dimension m over GF(2). The bilinear map B: V X V -+ GF(2) is a 
symplectic form provided B(x, x) = 0 for all x E V. We usually write (x, y) for 
B( x, y). If (x, y) = 0, we say that x is perpendicular to y. The radical of B is 
rad( B) = {x1( v, x) = 0 for all o E V}, and B is nondegenerate provided rad( B) 
= (O}. With respect to B, V has exactly two types of e-spaces @-dimensional 
subspaces). The e-space W is totally isotropic if (x, y) = 0 for all x, y E W. W 
is hyperbolic if (x, y) = 1 for all distinct nonzero x, y E W. 
A quadratic form Q on V with respect to the symplectic form B is a map 
Q: V + GF(2) such that, for all x, y E V, 
If Q(x) = 0, x is singular; if Q(x) = 1, x is nonsingular. Q has radical 
rad(Q) = {x E Vlx E rad(B), Q(x)= O}, and Q is nondegenerate if rad(Q) = 
{O}. V has two types of totally isotopic e-spaces with respect to Q. The totally 
isotopic 2-space W is totally sing&r if Q(w) = 0 for all w E W; W is 
defective if only one of its nonzero vectors is singular. V also has two types of 
hyperbolic 2-spaces with respect to Q. The hyperbolic Bspace W is totally 
nonsingular (has type Q) if Q(w) = 1 for all nonzero w E W; W has type D if 
Q(w) = 1 for a unique w E W. 
Taking the nonzero vectors of V as points and the hyperbolic Zspaces 
(minus 0) with respect to the symplectic form B as lines, we have a 
cotriangular space represented in V. Similarly the nonsingular vectors for the 
quadratic form Q equipped with their totally nonsingular 2-spaces also 
produce a cotriangular space represented in V. These cotriangular spaces are 
reduced if and only if the associated form is nondegenerate. (Indeed, the 
radicals of the forms are the radicals of the corresponding representations.) 
There is a unique (up to isometry) nondegenerate symplectic form on V if the 
dimension m is even, say m = 2n, and no nondegenerate symplectic form if m 
is odd. The nondegenerate form expresses V as a perpendicular direct sum of 
hyperbolic 2-spaces, and we call the associated cotriangular space S@an(2). 
There are two nondegenerate quadratic forms in dimension 2n depending on 
whether V can be written as a perpendicular direct sum of e-spaces of type D 
or a perpendicular direct sum of a single 2-space of type Q with other 
2spaces of type D. In the first case the associated cotriangular space is 
9&(2), and in the second S&(2). There is a unique nondegenerate quadratic 
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form in dimension 2n + 1, and it has a unique vector r E V with r E rad(B) 
but Q( r ) = 1. r does not belong to the associated cotriangular space ?K2,,+ ,(2), 
as r lies in no totally nonsingular e-space of V. It is well known (and easy to 
check) that as cotriangular spaces Sp,,(2) and !XXn+ ,(2) are isomorphic. 
The point set of Tn for n L 3 is the set of all unordered pairs from an n-set, 
while a line of 9n is the set of three pairs contained in some 3-subset of the 
n-set. Note that 9Zl(2) is a single point and that %i (2), S b 2(2), and $ are all 
isomorphic, consisting of a single line. a:(2) is not connected, and 9d is not 
reduced. It is well known that %i (2) is isomorphic to “j;; that %x,‘(2) is 
isomorphic to 5s; and that SoI is isomorphic to $. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Clearly we only need prove Theorem 1 for full linear representations. 
Throughout this section let 9, be a full linear representation of the cotriangular 
space II = (9, C) in the vector space V, and identify II with its image in V. 
A plane of Il is a cotriangular subspace of II generated by two intersect- 
ing lines of e. The following elementary but fundamental lemma was the 
starting point for the investigations by Hale [4,5]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Every plane of II is a dual affine plane DA(2), that is, a 
projective plane of order 2 with a point and the lines through it deleted. 
DA(2) is isomorphic to T,, and two points are not collinear in DA(2) if 
and only if they are =-equivalent in DA(2). If the two points a and b of G? are 
not collinear in !?, we write {a, b) = ab and call ab a thin line of II. A plane 
contains three pairwise disjoint thin lines. We write ab I cd if the thin lines ab 
and cd are coplanar, and we let II be the transitive extension of I on the set of 
thin lines of II. If ab II cd we say that ab and cd are parallel. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
(i) Let a, b, c, d E 9’. Zfabljcd, then a + b = c + d. 
(ii) Leta,b,cE$?.Zfa+b=c+danda-b, thendET,c=d,and 
abllcd. 
(iii) Let a, b, c, d belong to a common --class of ‘3’. Zf abjlcd, then 
acllbd, adjlbc, and (a + b)+(a + c)+(a + d)= 0. 
Proof. It is enough to check (i) for ab I cd, where it is clear by Lemma 
1.1. For (ii) let a = b. By Lemma 1.1 if e is coplanar with ab, then there is a 
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unique f with ab I ef. As II is cotriangular, in fact e = f. Because II is 
connected, for any c E ?i’ there is a d with abllcd; and again c = d, giving (ii). 
(iii) follows easily from (i) and (ii). n 
LEMMA 1.3. Let W = (a + b)a, b E 9, a = b}. Then W is a subspace of 
V,andx-yifandonlyifxEy+W. 
Proof. Fix y E 9’. Certainly if x = y, then x + y E W. For w E W, let 
x = y + w. Then x E 9 by Lemma 1.2(ii), and indeed x = y. Let r, s E W, so 
that there are a,b,e,f in ?? where a=b with r=a+b and e=f with 
s = e + f. By Lemma 1.2(ii) there is a c with ef llac and c = a. Again by 
Lemma 1.2(ii), there is a d = c with ab II cd. Now by Lemma 1.2(i) r + s = (a 
+ b)+(e + f) = (a + b)+(a + c) = b + c. As b = c, we conclude that r + s 
E W; hence W is a subspace of V. n 
LEMMA 1.4. II has a cotriangulur subspace ll* = (CT*, C*) such that 9* 
meets every =-class of ‘3’ exactly once. In particular III* is reduced. The span 
X of 9* in V intersects W trivially. 
Proof. Let X complement W in V. For each y E 9, [GF(B)y @ W ] n X 
has dimension 1 by Lemma 1.3. Let T* = 9 n X. Then ??* meets each 
=-class exactly once and supports a cotriangnlar subspace II* as described. n 
LEMMA 1.5. Let II; = (9:, CT) and ng = (G?,,, Cl) be two cotriangukzr 
subspaces of II as in Lemmu 1.4 with 53’: spanning the subspace X, of V and 
9: spanning X,. Then there is an R E Hom(X,, X,) which induces an 
isorrwrphism of II: onto II;. 
Proof. Each of l7: and ng is isomorphic to II / = by means of the 
natural projection. Thus = induces an isomorphism of II, onto II, which 
extends to R E Hom(X,, X,). II 
Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 prove that cp is completely reducible, whiIe Lemma 
1.5 shows that all reduced parts of ‘p are equivalent. This proves Theorem 1. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Throughout this section let II = (9, f,) be a cotriangular space %;,(2) 
withn>3and(n,E)*(3,+).Letq:II -+ V(2n, 2) be the natural representa- 
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tion of Tz by the totally nonsingular 2-spaces of a nondegenerate quadratic 
form Q. Let ‘p: II -+ V be any full representation of II. We shall prove that V 
has dimension 2n and 9”p is the set of nonsingular vectors for a nondegener- 
ate quadratic form on V. This will prove Theorem 2 except in the cases 
(n, E) = (2, - ) and (3, +), which are proved in Section 4 by means of the 
isomorphisms of %2(2) and %:(2) with (respectively) 9s and 9s. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let s be a nonzero vector of V(2n,2) which is singular; 
Q(s) = 0. Consider the set q(s) of defective 2-spaces containing s. The 
nonsingular vectors in the 2-spaces of 9(s) are the points of a cotriangular 
subspace h of IITJ with =-classes of size 2 in A [each class being a pair of 
nonsingular vectors from a particular defective 2-space of 9I( s)]. A/ = is 
isomorphic to ZJ?&_~(~). 
Proof. These are elementary properties of the natural representation YJ. n 
The properties of the natural representation of II as discussed in Lemma 
2.1 allow us to draw several conclusions concerning the structure of II itself 
(in Lemma 2.2) and so concerning the representation q (in Lemma 2.3). As 
n L 3 but (n, E)* (3, +), %;,_2(2) is a connected cotriangular space. By 
Lemmas 1.2 and 2.1 there is therefore a natural one-to-one correspondence 
between the nonzero singular vectors for r~ and the parallel classes of thin 
lines of II. This and Lemma 1.2(i) allow us next to associate the set of 
nonsingular vectors for 9 with the subset s of V given by 
$5 = (v E V(v = ag, + bq, ab a thin line of II}. 
LEMMA 2.2. II has exactly 22” - 1 - 191 parallel classes of thin lines. 
The points incident to the thin lines of a given parallel class of III are the 
points of a cotriangular subspace h whose z-classes are the thin lines of that 
class and with A/ = isomorphic to GJt;,_2(2). If ab and cd are nonparallel 
thin kes of n, then there are points e, f, and g with ef II ab and eg II cd. 
LEMMA 2.3. [Sl+l$?r~~[ = 2’” - 1. For thin lines ab and cd, ab II cd if and 
only if ag, + bq = cg, + dq E S. 
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We extend the relation I on C? to s U %p by: 
xix for x E S U 94-p; 
acpl b if a I b, for a, b E 9; 
for all thin lines ab; 
(acp+bv)l(acp+ccp) ifabandacarethinlinesandb~c. 
LEMMA 2.4. The graph I? with point set 5 U ??g~ in which two points x 
and y are adjacent precisely when x I y is isomorphic to the perpendicularity 
graph on V(2n,2) - {0} induced by the syrnplectic form B associated with Q 
and 7. The ixnnorphism takes 9~ to Cir]. 
Proof. This follows from the previous three lemmas. H 
r is therefore endowed with a collection of lines. Setting x ’ = {x E r (x I 
z} for x E I?, the line containing the points a and b consists of the three points 
of f-w, where the intersection runs over all z in a ’ n b I. The lines of r 
correspond to the totally isotropic and hyperbolic 2-spaces of B in V(2n,2). 
With respect to IIcp, the lines of r have four types: totally singular lines 
containing three pairwise adjacent points of S; defective lines (acp, bq, acp + 
bv} for ab a thin line of II; totally nonsingular lines {acp, bv, ccp} for 
{a, b, c} E C; and lines of type D meeting S in exactly two points r and y, 
these not being adjacent in r. 
To complete Theorem 2 [assuming (n, E) f (2, - ) or (3, + )] we need only 
verify that each line {x, y, z} of r satisfies r + y + z = 0 in V, for then 
S u 9”p u{O} will be a GF(2)subspace of V (necessarily equal to V, as cp is 
full) and the map B’ : V X V -+ GF(2) given by 
B’(x,y)= 
0 if OE{z,y} or xly, 
1 otherwise 
will be a nondegenerate symplectic form with an associated quadratic form 
Q’ : V + GF(2) given by 
Q’(x)= ( 0 if xESU(O}, 1 if xE9~. 
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The next three lemmas provide the appropriate verification and so finish a 
proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 2.5. If {x, y, x} is a defective or totally nonsingular line of r, 
then x + y + z = 0. 
Proof. Because cp is a representation of II, this is true for totally 
nonsingnlar lines, while for defective lines it is true essentially by definition. n 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf (x, y, z} is a totally singular line of I’, then x + y + ,z = 0. 
Proof. Let x, y E S with x I y, so that there are a, b, c E 9’ with a _L b I 
c I a, ag, + bg, = x, and ag, + ccp = y. Then examining r, we see that z = bq 
+ crp, so that x + y + z = 0 as desired. n 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf (x, y, z} is a line of I? of type D, then x + y + x = 0. 
Proof. Choose {x’, y’, z’} a second line of type D in l7 disjoint from and 
“perpendicular” to {x, y, z} (that is, each point of {x, y, z} is adjacent in r to 
each point of {x’, y’, z’}). This is possible, as n 2 3. Let A be the S-point 
subgraph of lY composed of {x, y, z}, {x’, y’, z’}, and the points of the nine 
lines of lY transverse to these two. A is then also the points of two perpendicu- 
lar totally nonsingular lines of r together with the points of their nine 
transverse defective lines. Using Lemma 2.5, x + y + z = 0 can be checked 
within A. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let II = (9, C) be a cotriangular space isomorphic to Sp &2) for n 2 2, 
and let cp: n -+ V be a full linear representation of II. In this section we prove 
that either 9, has degree 2n and is equivalent to the natural representation 17 
of II [by the hyperbolic 2-spaces of a nondegenerate symplectic form on 
V(2n,2)] or cp has degree 2n + 1 and is constructed from 1 according to an 
exact recipe. As the natural representation of ?&,+,(2) (by the totally 
nonsingnlar Z-spaces of a nondegenerate quadratic form in dimension 2n + 1) 
is full of degree 2n + 1, Theorem 3 is a consequence of these results. 
In II, to each thin line ab there is associated a unique third point c with 
ac and bc thin and such that (0, aq, bq, cg) is a totally isotropic Bspace of 
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ITTJ. We call (a, b, c} an isotropic line of lI. Examination of the natural 
representation together with Lemma 1.2 yields 
LEMMA 3.1. ab II de if and only if there is a c E 9 with {a, b, c} and 
(c, d, e} both isotropic lines of Il. In particular, if {a, b, c} and {c, d, e} are 
isotropic lines of II, then acp + bs, + ccp = cg, + dv + egx 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a v E V - 9~ such that, for all isotropic lines 
{x, y, z> of K xcp + Y(p + zcp = 0. 
Proof. If 4 is the set of isotropic lines of II, then (9, 9) is a connected 
partial linear space. Lemma 3.1 shows then that xcp + ycp + zcp is a constant 
vector z, for {x, y, z} E $. If this constant vector 2, is equal to pp, for some 
p E 9, then choosing an isotropic line {p, 4, r} of II (using n > 2), we have 
pep + qrp + rep = v or q(p = r(p. As cp is a representation and so injective, this is 
not the case. n 
LEMMA 3.3. lf the v of Lemma 3.2 is 0, then ‘p is equivalent to the 
natural representation 7j of II. 
Proof. If o = 0, then {O)U 9~ is a subspace of V by Lemma 3.2 and so is 
equal to V. Let B’ : V X V + GF(2) be given by 
B(X,Y) = i 
y=bq forsome {a,b,c)EC, 
Then B(x, y) is a nondegenerate symplectic form on V. 0 
Now assume v * 0. Choose a fixed cotriangular subspace A = (9’, C’) of 
II with A isomorphic to %&n(2) [although 9Z&(2) would work as well]. Let 
cp’ : II --) V be described by 
xv’ = ( w for x=9’, xcp+v for rE9-9’. 
LEMMA 3.4. 'p' is a representation of IT in V such that xv,’ + yq‘ + zv, = 0 
for every isotropic line (x, y, z} of C. 
Proof. Each hyperbolic line (a, b, c} of II is either totally nonisotropic or 
of type D with respect to A, so in either case the line contains an even 
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number of points of C? - 9’. Thus a#+ brp' + ccp’ = arp + bcp + ccp = 0. 
Therefore q’ is a representation of II as claimed. Each isotropic line {x, y, Z} 
of H is totally singular or defective with respect to A and in either case 
contains an odd number of points from ?? - 9’. Thus xcp’ + y(p’ + zcp’ = xrp + 
ycp+zg,+o=o. n 
LEMMA 3.5. %p' consists of the nonzero vectors of a subspace v’ of 
dimension 2n in V = GF(2)ueV’. The equivalence class of cp is uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. {O}U ‘%p’ is a subspace V’ of dimension 2n by Lemma 3.3 and 
3.4. As n L 2, II has isotropic lines; and so v is in the span of 9’~. 9~ lies in 
the span of v and 9?r$ by the definition of I$. Thus 99 spans GF(B)v@V’, and 
since ‘p is full, this is all V. cp’ is uniquely determined up to equivalence, and 
the stabilizer of o and lI$ in Hom( V,V) is transitive on the various 
candidates for the subspace AT = Acp’ of H(p. Thus ‘p is uniquely determined 
up to equivalence. n 
As mentioned previously, the lemmas of this section plus the existence of 
the representation of type 92 s,+,(2) for II give a proof of Theorem 3. 
4. THEOREM 4 AND RELATED RESULTS 
Let E be the vector space of all binary n-tuples containing an even 
number of l’s, the dimension-( n - 1) even subcode of GF(2)“. (A code is even 
if all its words have even weight. See [ll] for coding-theory concepts.) The 
words of weight 2 in E provide a full representation of 9n = (?I?, C) in E, 
which we call the standard representation u. The n - 1 vectors of weight 2 
having 1 in a fixed coordinate position form a basis of E. We therefore call the 
subset {ajlai = {i, n}E 9, i = l,..., n - l} (or any of its images under the 
automorphism group of TnT,) a basis of Tn. [Notice that we are taking 
the underlying n-set of 5n to be (1,. . . , n} and that these can be thought of as 
labels for the coordinate positions in GF(2)“.] Each pair of basis points of 5n is 
collinear, and for each point x E 9’ not in a given basis, there is a unique pair 
of basis points a, b with (a, b, x} a line of C. From this we next see that the 
standard representation is universal in the sense that all representations of 9,, 
factor through it canonically. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let cp : ‘T,, + V be a representation of Tn, There is a unique 
linear transformution T E Hom(E,V) with rp = aT. 
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Proof For a basis {a,, . . . , a,_ 1) of 9”, let T be the unique element of 
Hom(E,V)with(a,a)T=a,~,fori=l,...,n-l.Chooseapointx~~with 
say {a i, a j, x} E C. As both 9, and o are representations of 5,, , we have 
xu = aiu + aju in E and xcp = a,cp + ajv in V. By linearity, xaT = a,aT + 
a juT = a,cp + a Jo = x’p. Therefore UT = (p, as required. n 
A particular consequence of the lemma is that the maximal degree of a full 
representation of Ei;, is n - 1 and any full representation of this degree is 
equivalent to the standard representation. (This is a special case of Theorem 4 
and of Theorem 4.3 below.) 
LEMMA 4.2. The automor)3hism group aut(9”) of Y,, is the symmetric 
group S, acting by way of its natural action on the n-set (1,. . . , n}Q 
Proof. Certainly S,, with this action is contained in the automorphism 
group. A basis of Tn is a set of n - 1 pairwise collinear points, no three on a 
common line. From this we find that ?& has exactly n bases, one associated to 
each i with 12 i I n. Only the identity automorphism can globally stabilize 
all bases. n 
Theorem 4 is a less specific version of 
THEOREM 4.3. Thhere is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence 
classes of fill representations of Tn, n 2 3, and equivalence classes of binay, 
even, linear codes of length n and minimal distance at least 6. Under this 
correspondence the representation UT corresponds to the code ker(T), while 
the code C c E corresponds to the representation x + xu + C. 
Proof. Letcp:~~nVbeafullrepresentationof~~,andIet{a,,...,a._,} 
be a basis of 9,,. Using Lemma 4.1, let T E Hom(E,V) be determined by 
‘p = UT. Let C(q) be the kernel of T. C( ‘p) is then a binary, even, linear code 
of length n and dimension n - 1 - m, where m is the dimension of V and the 
degree of cp. We c&m that C(q) has minimal distance at least 6. Suppose 
C(q) contains a word w of weight 2 or 4. Then w is a sum of one, two, three 
or four of the a,~. We examine the case w =uiu +aju +aka +a,~ for 
distinct i, j, k, 1, the other cases being similar. As w E ker( T), we have 
0 = a,uT + ajuT + a,uT + alaT 
=(ai~+aj~)+((a,g?+aI~)’ 
There are distinct points x and y of 5n with {aj, aj, x} and {a,, al, y) lines of 
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T,,. We conclude that x9 = a,cp + a jrp = a,cp + alg, = yq. This is a contradic- 
tion, as representations are injective. Thus C(v) has minimal distance at least 
6, as required. 
Suppose that the representation ‘p’ : “3, -+ V’ is equivalent to ‘p. Thus there 
is an a E aut( Tn) and invertible R E Hom(V,V‘) with I$ = (Y~R = aaTR. By 
Lemma 4.2 there is an n X n permutation matrix A E Hom(E, E) with 
au = UA. Thus q’= uATR, and by Lemma 4.1 ATR is the unique element T’ 
of Hom(E,V’) with ‘p’ = UT’. Therefore C(cp’) = ker(ATR). As R is invertible, 
VT’= vATR = 0 if and only if VAT = 0, for v E E. Thus v E ker(T’)= C(cp’) if 
and only if VA E ker(T) = C( cp). Therefore C( cp) = C( $)A, and C( cp) and 
C(cp’) are equivalent codes. 
Next let E 2 C, a binary, even, linear code of minimal distance at least 6. 
Let V = E/C be the canonical factor space, and T E Hom(E,V) be the 
associated linear transformation e + e + C [so that ker( T) = C]. We claim 
that cp = UT is a full representation of 5n in V. Certainly the image of ‘p spans 
V and XP, + y(p + zcp = 0 for all lines {x, y, x} of 5n, since the corresponding 
statements are true for u. We must only check that ‘p is an injection of $7 into 
V-(O). We shall verify that xcp* yv for all x, yE{al,...,a+,}, the other 
cases going similarly. For such x and y there are i, f k, and 1 with 
xu = aiu + aju and yu = aku + ala, xu f yu. Therefore, if xv = y(p, then for 
w = aiu + aju + up + alo we have wT = 0 andw E ker(T)= C; however, 
such a w would be a nonzero word of weight at most 4 in the code C, a 
contradiction. Thus xcp * y(p, and similar arguments complete a proof that 
9~ : 9 -+ V - (0} is an injection. q is thus a full representation of Tn, as claimed. 
Suppose C’ is a code equivalent to C with ‘p’ : “3; --, V’ the corresponding 
representation of ?,,, xx’p’ = xu + C’. As C’ is equivalent to C, C’ c E and 
there is an n X n permutation matrix A E Hom(E, E) with C = C’A. Using 
Lemma 4.2, there is a unique automorphism a of aut(gn) determined by 
au = uA. We also can define R E Hom(V, V’) by (v + C)R = VA-’ + C’, for 
all t, E E, because CA-r = C’. Letting x E Tn, we have 
x( a(pR) = x( auTR) 
= x( uATR) 
= (xuA)TR 
= (XUA + C)R 
= xu + C’ 
= xcp’. 
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Thus ‘p’ = cucpR, and QJ and cp’ are equivalent representations. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. n 
COROLLARY 4.4. For each integer n 2 3 there is an integer md(n) less 
than n and such that 5,, has a full representation of degree m if and only if 
md(n) < m < n - 1. md(n) is a nondecreasing function of n. 
The number md(n) is the minimal degree of Tn. It is more familiar in the 
coding context, where n - 1 - md(n) is the largest dimension of an even, 
binary, linear code of length n with minimal distance at least 6. Equivalently, 
n - 1 - md( n) is the largest dimension of a binary, linear code of length n - 1 
with minimal distance at least 5. This function has been studied a great deal 
but is not known exactly, even for fairly small values of n. (See Helgert and 
Stinaff [8], where the first value of md(n) not given exactly is 9 I: md(25) I 
10.) The two-errorcorrecting BCH code of length 2k - 1 has dimension 
2k - 1 - 2 k provided k 2 3, so in any case md( n) I 2k where 2k is the 
smallest integral power of 2 at least as large as n. Therefore md(n) is 
O(log n), by itself a convincing argument that a complete classification of 
representations of Tn is impossible. 
It is sometimes possible to find all representations of Y,, which possess 
some additional property. For instance, Table 1 gives the exact number of 
inequivalent representations of degree m of Tn for n 2 12 and some of the 
information for n = 13. (AU blank entries are 0.) 
TABLE 1 
n [m=l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
I 
3 1 
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The codes (and so the representations) associated with the entries in the 
table are constructed by combining a certain amount of case-by-case analysis 
with the elementary Lemma 4.5 below. That md(n) I 8 for n I 16 is a 
consequence of the remarks above concerning BCH codes. From these results 
and those of the previous sections we have an exact description of all 
representations which have degree m _< 7. Thas, Debroey, and DeClerck 
[l, 141 have given this description for m I 5. Notice that the table also 
supplies the last two cases of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let C be a binary, even, linear code of length n with 
minimal distance at least 6 and dimension k. 
(i) Zf k = 0, then C = {0}, the zero code. 
(ii) Zf k = 1, then C is uniquely determined up to equivalence by its 
weight enumerator 1 + x2*, 6 5 2a s n. 
(iii) Zf k = 2, then C is uniquely determined up to equivalence by its 
weight enumerator l+ x2a + x2b + x2’, 6 5 2a,2b,2c 5 n. l+ x2a + x2b + 
x2’ for 0 < a, b, c is the weight enumerator of a binary, even, linear code if 
and only if the following matrix inequality is satisfied: 
-1 -1 1 
Call a representation ‘p : II --* V of the cotriangular space II symplectic if, 
for some fixed symplectic form B on V, two points x and y of II are collinear 
in n if and only if B(xq, yq) = 1. Theorem? 1 through 3 imply that a 
representation is symplectic if and only if its reduced part is symplectic and 
that all representations of S&J,,(~) and W2,(2) [provided (n, &) * (3, +)] are 
symplectic. The classification of all symplectic representations of finite 
cotriangular spaces is attributed by Lefevre-Percsy [lo] to DeMeur [2]. The 
original result of Seidel [12] was in effect a classification of all reduced 
symplectic representations. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The full representation ‘p : T,, -+ V is symplectic if and 
only if the associated code C(p) is the zero code {O} or n is even and C(v) is 
the repetition code R, generated by the all-one vector. 
Proof. The stpdard representation is clearly seen to be symplectic by 
examining the standard inner product on E. If n is even, then this inner 
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product induces a symplectic form on E/R,, as well. Now let cp be a 
symplectic representation of T,, in V. Assume for a contradiction that there is 
a nonzero codeword c E C(v) not all of whose coordinate entries are 1. We 
can therefore choose and order a basis {a i ) i = 1,. . . , n - l} of ?i,, in such a way 
that c = azu +f~:&(aio), ai E GF(2). Correspondingly a,rp +C~:~ai(ai~) 
= 0 or a,cp = Cf:iq(ai’p). As ~IYJ is symplectic, a,p, + a,q, is not perpendicu- 
lar in V to a,cp but is perpendicular to each aig, for i 2 3. This contradiction 
proves the proposition. a 
REMARKS. 
(i) If cp : Tn -j V is a full representation with associated code C( QI), then the 
automorphism group of C(q) is canonically isomorphic to that subgroup of 
aut(Tn) induced by CL(V) on g,,ncp. 
(ii) The existence of a universal representation for ?ja is not surprising. A 
universal representation can be easily constructed for any partial linear space 
II = (9, C) all of whose lines have three points. Let S be a GF(2) vector space 
with basis indexed by 9, (u,lp E 9). Factor out of S the relation subspace 
generated by V~ + vr, + v,, for each line (a, b, c} of C. The resulting space 
S’ = S/C is a universal representing space for ff. This construction is not of 
much practical use, as the initial space S is in general very large (as is the 
number of relations, ICI). For Ta we were able to give a direct construction of 
S’. Notice that C is just the code generated by the incidence vectors of the 
lines of fI. Thus as a corollary to Theorems 2 and 3 we see that the code 
generated by the incidence vectors of s $I an(2), n 2 2, has dimension (2’” - 1) 
- (2n + 1) = 2’” - 2n - 2, while that for ‘X&(2), n 2 3, has dimension 22nP1 
- e2”-r - 2n except for (n, E) = (3, +), where the dimension is 28 - 7 = 21. 
Indeed, if these dimensions could be calculated directly, Theorems 2 and 3 [in 
at least the case (n, E) * (3, + )] would follow easily. 
Note added in proof The classification of finite symplectic representa- 
tions has also been given by H. N. Ward [J. AZg. 65 (1980), 206-2241 in the 
language of center sets. 
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